




Beautiful nature and clear air are the peaceful 

landscape of Switzerland.

In the elegant and stylish city of Lugano, 

Switzerland, a place of vibrant passion facing 

trendy Milan, Italy, we started in 2014 as a 

small family company called Edellis

Love.Edellis, pursuing beauty through Art 

Cosmetics, wishes to give everyone the gift of 

time for themselves and the leisure of life.



Love.Edellis is a brand originating from Switzerland with clean nature

Switzerland that embraces the nature of the Alps

Full of the freshness of green nature and the 
wonder of white snow mountains, Switzerland, 
which retains its pristine nature, is a place where 
its name alone is healing.



Love.Edellis, who considers nature, environment, and people first, is committed to selecting 
ingredients and materials, and prioritizes a sustainable future.

We make non-irritating cosmetics that can take care 
of tender skin or skin that is sensitive to harmful 
environments, and produce cosmetics with elements 
and ingredients that are safe for the environment.



Love.Edellis, making products with sincerity, offers the beauty of life beyond the beauty of the skin.

With sophisticated design and innovative 
technology, Love.Edellis products add beauty and 
love to life.

Also, we love animals.
We do not conduct any animal testing.





A small space that you briefly pass by, daily life that is 
spent casually, the moment you add beauty and value 
to a small product, a whole new daily life unfolds.

Love.Edellis gives you the gift of the leisure of life.
You can take a break for a moment.
In your busy daily life, time for yourself is not far away.

Facing a different life



Artist: 

Kwon Ki Chul





- Love.Edellis collaborated with artist Kwon Ki-chul in pursuit of not only external 
beauty that can be felt through the use of cosmetics but also inner beauty.

Now you can experience a small art gallery in your ordinary daily life.









A versatile product for face, hair and body

Quickly nourish any dry areas of skin

An oil that keeps skin moist and soft for a 
long time



Soothes sensitive skin quickly and calmly

A mask pack that restores the natural beauty of 
your skin

Makes dull skin tone fresh and clear

A mask pack that fills the skin from the inside 
with a gorgeous glow

Provides ample moisture to dry and rough skin

A mask pack for moist, glowing skin

Bemliese fabric with excellent adhesion and optimized essence formula)



Cleans body waste and various toxic substances 
with abundant foam and effective cleaning power

A body wash that can be safely used on sensitive 
skin, with 11 kinds of herbs

Spreads smoothly, and has excellent absorption 
and durability

A body lotion that can be used on dry skin 
anytime, anywhere



A sherbet-type hand cream that softly melts into 
your hands and provides ample moisture and 
nutrition for dry hands, fingernails, and cuticles 
(Pleasant, sweet scent)

A sherbet-type hand cream that softly melts into 
your hands and provides ample moisture and 
nutrition for dry hands, fingernails, and cuticles 
(Lovely, sweet scent)

A sherbet-type hand cream that softly melts 
into your hands and provides ample moisture 
and nutrition for dry hands, fingernails, and 
cuticles 
(Cool and fresh scent)



A mask pack for hands with a patent sticker

Quickly moisturizes and nourishes dry hands 
anytime, anywhere

A pack that moisturizes and softens the skin of the 
hands



A mask pack for feet with a patent sticker

Quickly moisturizes and nourishes dry feet 
anytime, anywhere

A pack that moisturizes and softens the skin 
of the feet

A long boot-shaped sheet filled with a high 
nutrition, highly enriched essence

An all-in-one foot mask pack that can care not only 
for the feet but also the legs at the same time

Removes dead skin cells that have accumulated 
for a long time from the feet and provides 
nutrition and moisture

A foot peeling mask pack for smooth and soft feet

Use for only 30 minutes



Our hands tell many stories.

Wearing Love.Edellis Intensive Treatment 
Hand Mask for only 15-20 minutes will make 
your hands healthy and beautiful.

The Love.Edellis Intensive Foot Mask instantly 
soothes and moisturizes dry and sensitive skin.

It gives life and vitality to the skin of exhausted 
feet.



It cleans wastes and harmful substances from 
hair accumulated in everyday life, and gently 
calms sensitive scalp.

A shampoo that protects the health of both 
the scalp and hair

A treatment that instantly moisturizes and 
provides nutrients to stiff and rough hair, 
making it soft and moisturized

Excellent effective product with just one use



Easily manage your hair anytime, anywhere

A self hair care treatment mask for all hair 
types

Easy to use as a product that is conveniently 
bundled




